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Abstract
The study examines the importance of the Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto (1959) by He Zhanhao
and Chen Gang and the related research on its musical and culture context in China, focusing on
how students from the Shanghai Conservatory of Music explored the use of Chinese traditional
music elements on a western instrument, the violin in the 1950s.
The dissertation discusses three aspects: the social and compositional introductory
background, composition analysis and the influence of this piece in the eastern and western
musical worlds. In the first chapter, I give a brief introduction to the piece. When the new People’s
Republic of China was founded in 1949, people had little familiarity with the violin; Chinese
people had very little exposure to violin compositions, so composers wanted to invent a piece for
violin and orchestra with the most familiar tunes from traditional operas that the general audience
could relate to and understand. The first version of the Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto, written
by He Zhanhao, is a three-minute string quartet, subsequently arranged for solo violin and
orchestral accompaniment in 1959. After the sensational premier performance at the Shanghai
Lanxin Theatre by Yu Lina in 1959, the concerto was also arranged for violin and piano, making
it more available to study and perform. This concerto is today one of the most famous instrumental
pieces in China. In my literature review, I use documentaries and interviews related to the people
involved in the project. I also include several journal articles, books, recordings, as well as their
liner notes to exemplify the value of researching this concerto.
In Chapter Two, I introduce the two main composers, He Zhanhao and Chen Gang, as well
as a violinist, Yu Lina, on their innovation during the composition process, and include information
about several world-class violinists such as Gil Shaham and Takako Nishizaki, on their
performances and recordings for this piece, now required in some international violin competitions.
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Chapter Three contains information related to the form and structure of the piece. It is a one
movement program music in sonata form; the main musical elements are inspired from Yue opera,
also called Shaoxing opera, which developed in Zhejiang Province in 1906 from rural storytelling
traditions into a dynamic urban opera form. Thus, there are many elements in the concerto that
reflect musical elements in the opera tradition, including imitations of the sounds of traditional
Chinese instruments such as erhu and pipa.
In the last chapter, I conclude this study by talking about the significant influence of the
piece in the subsequent historical and social climate.
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Chapter 1—Introduction
The Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto is the most popular violin composition in mainland China.
It is also called Liang Zhu (Chinese name for Butterfly Lovers’ Violin Concerto), the abbreviated
names of Liang (family name) Shanbo and Zhu (family name) Yingtai, the central protagonists
in the original tale.
Liang Zhu is the Chinese concerto with the most performances and recordings in the
world. There are two main composers listed in the score: He Zhanhao (1933-present) and Chen
Gang (1935-present). (In this dissertation, I present Chinese names according to the preferred
order in China, last name followed by given name). He and Chen were both students studying in
Shanghai Conservatory of Music in 1950s. At that time, Chinese people had very little exposure
to violin compositions, thus it was necessary to have a piece written in violin with the most
familiar tunes from traditional operas and folk music so that the general audience could
understand both the music and the instrument.
The main music elements for this concerto are from Yue Opera.1 Yue opera, also called
Shaoxing Opera, is one of the major Chinese operas. Originating in Shengzhou, Zhejiang
province, Yue opera flourished in Shanghai and southern regions of China. It is now the second
largest Chinese opera. The tune of the Yue Opera is very soft, sweet and graceful, also full of
color. In the early times, Yue Opera had only male actors. After the opera entered Shanghai,
female actress became popular, and it developed into an opera with all roles played by actresses.
The basic stage voice of Yue Opera is the Sheng topolect of Chinese, and later it absorbed
Zhongzhou and Mandarin topolects, which promoted Yue Opera to expand the audience. The
main musical instruments of Yue Opera orchestra are bangu (Figure 22) and yuehu. Like erhu,

1

“Yue Opera,” Chinese Yue Opera Website, last modified October 28, 2020, https://zgyj.zjol.com.cn.
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yuehu is a two-stringed instrument mainly accompanying for Yue opera. Other accompanying
instruments include yangqin, erhu, zhonghu and cello. The famous Yue opera pieces are:
Butterfly Lovers, The Dream of the Red Chamber, The Romance of The Western Chamber, Xiang
Lin’s wife, Han Palace Sorrows, and many others.
According to He Zhanhao, he also absorbed the motives and melodies from Kun opera,
especially in the reformation section of the concerto. Kun opera, also named Kunju or Kunqu,2 is
a drama that uses a single sound to play the stories. Kun Opera was formed in Wanli Period of
Ming Dynasty. It is one of the oldest traditional operas of the Han nationality. Kun opera uses
beautiful melodic lines to express the voice, and it is known for its lingering, gentle and longdistance. In order to make it perfect, the performer should pay attention to the sound, rhythm and
speed, and also the pronunciation and articulation. The main accompaniment instruments are
pipa (Figure 3) and sanxian, a three-stringed erhu primarily used in Kun opera.
This concerto borrowed several playing styles from traditional Chinese music
instruments. The first one is erhu, a two-stringed Chinese fiddle. It is the most famous Chinese
traditional musical instrument. A bowed instrument, like the violin in the west, erhu appeared as
early as one thousand years ago, in the Tang Dynasty. Due to the change of the different local
opera style, Erhu gradually diverged into different styles, with banhu meeting the needs of
Shanxi Opera and Henan Opera, jinghu meeting the needs of Peking Opera and Han Opera,
hanghu meeting the needs of Henan Zhuizi, and gaohu meeting the needs of Cantonese Opera.
They are used in many regional operas and folk music. Erhu has two strings, tuned to a perfect
fifth (usually D and A), and a register of around four octaves. It consists of a long neck, two
tuning pegs and a small sound box in the bottom, which covered with snakeskin. In the Butterfly

2

“Kun Opera,” Chinese Opera Websites, last modified March 21, 2021, http://www.xi-qu.com/kq/.
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Lovers’ violin concerto, the solo violin borrowed extensively the playing style from erhu in both
left-hand and right-hand techniques.

Figure 1: Erhu

Jinhu is another bowed instrument in the huqin family, like the erhu. The main purpose
to use this instrument in Peking opera. It is the smallest instrument in Huqin family and therefore
it has the highest pitch, with a register of only two octaves.

3

Figure 2: Erhu and Jinghu (the right one)

Pipa is the most important Chinese plucked instruments and is used as both solo and
orchestral performance. It originated from Middle and West Asia, arriving in China during the
Qin Dynasty. The instrument has a pear-shaped body and a wood belly, with four strings
together with twenty-nine to thirty-one frets on the neck and body. The sound of pipa is crisp
like two jades colliding with each other. The performance technique is complicated, and include
glissando, harmonics and tremolos. The name pipa is derived from the right-hand techniques: pi
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means to play forward (also called tan) and pa means to play backward (also called tiao. The
four strings tunes to c-f-g-c’. There are all in relative pitch and the last c is equal to middle C.

Figure 3: Pipa

Guzheng (or just zheng) is a Chinese plucked zither, with a history that also traces back to
the Qin Dynasty. The modern zheng has twenty-one strings across an oblong wooden box is 163
centimeters (5 feet) long and 30 centimeters (11 inches) wide. The movable bridges have the
function of tuning, and also divide the strings into right and left sections. The tuning register for
zheng is four octaves in a pentatonic scale. The performer uses the right hand to pluck the notes

5

to the right of the bridges while the left hand adds ornaments to the left of the bridges.
Performers also use plectra made of ivory, jade, or tortoise shell on the four fingers of each hand.

Figure 4: Guzheng
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Chapter 2—Brief Introduction of the Concerto
In this chapter, I provide a brief biography and describe the writing process of the two main
composers, He Zhanhao and Chen Gang, talk about their collaborations with other students to
complete the Butterfly Lovers’ concerto, as well as the violin student who gave the premier, Yu
Lina. This chapter will also explore their innovative writing and creation of new violin
techniques. Yu Lina was the student of Shanghai Conservatory in 1959 and she, together with
another student, Shen Rong, were asked to prepare the premier concert by school. Both of two
violin students worked closely with He Zhanhao and Chen Gang in the composition process.
Because of the unique interpretation of Chinese music, Yu was finally chosen as the premier
violinist and she is a recognized authority on this piece. Her recordings deserve study and
analysis. Shen Rong’s interpretation and playing style are worth listening to also. The only
recording of hers was published in the same album of Yu’s, which is a rare and significant audio
material available to us.
In 1959, the famous Czech Smetana String Quartet traveled to China and played the
original version of the piece, “Xiao Liang Zhu,” a three-minute version. The Smetana quartet
was the first European group to play the piece. This quartet version is valuable because it is the
predecessor of the Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto. The violinists encountered some technical
problems related to the style of Chinese traditional slides, which they eventually solved with the
help of composer He Zhanhao. With the study of several sources including interview by Waitan
Pictures and Xin Newspaper, we know that Gil Shaham and Takako Nishizaki put significant
research into grasping the soul of the Chinese musical style, resulting in unique interpretations.
Their recordings have been very well received by Chinese press and enjoyed by the community.
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He Zhanhao and his “Xiao Liang Zhu”
He Zhanhao, one of the two main composers of Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto, was a member
of the Zhejiang Yue opera troupe during his teenage years. During that time, he learned to play
and studied the mechanics of erhu, and later used his knowledge of the instrument to incorporate
technical elements to be reproduced on the violin in the Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto. Later
he entered the Shanghai Conservatory of Music and studied violin and composition.
In the 1950s, students were required to go to the rural areas to learn from farmers how to
cultivate the land. Instead of working on the farm, students of Shanghai Conservatory played the
western music to the farmers. Due to poor access to education, most of the farmers were never
exposed to western music or culture and therefore could not appreciate either the western
instruments or the western pieces.3 Through this unsuccessful experience, they realized that the
violin must be nationalized so that everyone could understand the music. It was important to
choose some Chinese tunes to perform on violin.
In 1958, together with another composition student, Chen Gang, He Zhanhao founded a
research team to compose a western instrumental piece in Chinese traditional music style. Liang
Zhu was a piece they wrote as an experiment. The two composers, along with four other violin
students founded an experimental group focused on violin nationalization, collecting popular
passages from Yue opera and transcribing them for violin. During this period, they first
composed Xiao Liang Zhu in a string quartet version. This three-minute version of the Butterfly
Lovers’ is the predecessor to the violin concerto. Unfortunately, this string quartet, known as the
earliest version in China, was rarely played for a long time. When the famous Smetana String

3

《悦谈》"梁祝"背后--何占豪 [Talking About Music - Behind the Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto: He
Zhanhao.] , interview conducted by Li Jia, 无锡广播电视台 [Wuxi TV Station], 2015.
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Quartet travelled to China in 1958, they asked to play it.4 The first violinist, Jiří Novák even
called He from his hotel room to ask him about the sliding technique in the violin part, since he
never saw this Chinese traditional style technique in western pieces. According to He’s
explanation, a special sign is commonly used in Chinese folk music to show the performance of
glide, but it is rare in Western European music. The musicians from the Smetana quartet did not
understand it because it was a special innovation from He Zhanhao. This short quartet version of
Liang Zhu was never published, and the full score was missing and could not find till now. He
Zhanhao recorded from the score for the earliest recording. After sixty years, the cello part of the
quartet score was finally discovered from a collection of old books.
In 1959, the experimental group was asked by the conservatory to create a larger violin
concerto version of Liang Zhu based on the string quartet version in order to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of the founding of new China. Though there are only two names printed on the front
page, this concerto was the achievement of a group of students. He Zhanhao composed the
melody, Chen Gang was responsible for the orchestration, and Ding Zhinuo handled the violin
technique. Ding Zhinuo, now violin professor in Shanghai Conservatory of Music was a student
at the conservatory in 1959; her father, Ding Shande, was associate dean and composition
professor there. Ding Shande mentored them every week as they worked on this new
composition. As we know, the storyline of Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto has three parts: love,
protest and transfiguration. When they gave the premier performance in Shanghai Conservatory,
the transfiguration part was deleted out of superstition by both composers. But the teachers had
different opinions: they considered the piece a combination of realism and romanticism in

4

探寻“小梁祝”背后的故事 [Explore the story behind "Xiao Liang Zhu"], interview conducted by Luo YiTing, 暨

日报 [Zhuji Daily], 2020, http://www.zjrb.cn/news/2020-06-10/582676.html.
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keeping with the ways of traditional music, a representation of people’s expectation for a better
and beautiful life. He Zhanhao adapted the motives and melodies from Kun opera, and combined
the tunes from Yue opera to form the most touching part, the transfiguration. Overall, the
Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto is a collaborative achievement of several generations of
Chinese musicians. The collaborative aspect of the project and its success included a great social
element and was described as the crystallization of the wisdom by Chinese people.5

Chen Gang and Takako Nishizaki
Chen Gang is one of the most important composers in China. He is the co-writer of the Butterfly
lovers’ violin concerto. He studied composition with his father, Chen Gexin, and with Ding
Shande, when he was a student at the Shanghai Conservatory of music. Liang Zhu is one of his
most important pieces. He used one movement sonata form to build a tragic story program
music. With all the melodies supplied by He Zhanhao, Chen Gang used his expertise to group the
materials together by the western systematic composition method. The premier at the Shanghai
Lanxin Grand Theatre was such a big success, the audience kept applauding until musicians
played the whole piece again. However, during the Cultural Revolution (a political movement in
China during 1966-1976), many aspects of culture were attacked in unprecedented ways.
Western music, regarded as the aggregation of feudalism, capitalism, and revisionism, was a
target for these attacks. Listening to classical music became a crime, and many neighbors were
searched for copying any music one after another because it was illegal to keep music recordings

5

《悦谈》"梁祝"背后--何占豪 [Talking About Music - Behind the Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto: He
Zhanhao.] , interview conducted by Li Jia, 无锡广播电视台 [Wuxi TV Station], 2015.
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and scores at that time. Recordings were crushed and thrown into the garbage by the Red Guard,
a group mostly composed of students from middle schools and colleges.
Liang Zhu was banned from being played anywhere in China. Only the eight model
operas could be played in public; the music world was in unprecedented depression during this
ten-years, there was nothing else to listen and play at that time. In the Culture Revolution, people
who were branded as ‘rightist’ were imprisoned in cowsheds. Chen Gang was branded as a
‘rightist’ for composing this piece. Though it was banned by the government, many people
listened to it at night privately. In the darkest time, people were still looking forward to freedom,
love and happiness.
Pan Yanlin, the former violinist of Shanghai Symphony orchestra, found Chen Gang in
the cowshed and asked him to compose some violin pieces for him.6 From that point, Chen
started a new compositional period. During this time, many top-level violin pieces were
composed, such as Morning at Miaoling Mountain, the Golden Platform and Sunshine on
Tashkurgan. These pieces become very famous in Chinese violin repertoire and are still widely
performed today.
After ten chaotic years, Chen got his freedom and was sent to the United States for
intercultural communication. He was so surprised to hear the recording of the Butterfly Lovers’
concerto in a Taiwanese friends’ home. The name of the violinist was Takako Nishizaki, a
Japanese violinist who has a good relationship with this piece. She was the first student to
complete the Suzuki course and win a diploma, as well as several international competitions such
as the Leventritt International Competition and the Juilliard Concerto Competition, and she has

6

音乐人生:为梁祝谱曲的人 陈钢 [Musical life: a person who composes music for Liang Zhu], interview
conducted by Gao Feng, BTV 科教[ Beijing TV Science and Education Channel], 2011.
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numerous bestselling recordings including Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto. She has recorded
Liang Zhu several times, so that she has become the most frequent foreign player for this piece.
In a 2011 interview, Chen said “I’m not really satisfied with her first version of Liang
Zhu. I feel the overall tempo is too slow, and also some of the slides do not sound very
traditional.’7 After receiving Chen’s comments, Nishizaki invited him to her house and asked for
suggestions, taking notes and recording all the requests from the composer. When she had
handled all the important points to Chen’s satisfaction, her next recording was awarded the
Golden Disk Award by Hong Kong IFP, selling more than three million copies. 8 As a result,
many foreign friends have started to know China since Liang Zhu. When Lu Siqing played in the
Hollywood Bowl in 2019, the audience started to clap when the flute begam the introductory
cadenza.9 Liang Zhu had become a symbol to represent Chinese people and Chinese culture.
After coming back from the United States, Chen Gang had a new desire to introduce
Chinese music to the western world. As one of the representative composers of Chinese
contemporary music, Chen Gang transcribed Liang Zhu for piano, for erhu, and for gaohu. In
1986, Nishizaki asked Chen to compose a new concerto for her. The new piece, named Wang
Zhao-jun became another of Chen Gang’s masterpieces; it is the sister piece of Liang Zhu,
sharing the lyricism and drama of Liang Zhu10 but, with greater depth and breadth of emotional
expression and a deeper characterization.

7

音乐人生:为梁祝谱曲的人 陈钢 [Musical life: a person who composes music for Liang Zhu], interview
conducted by Gao Feng, BTV 科教[ Beijing TV Science and Education Channel], 2011.
8
IFP, International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (Hong Kong Group).
9
音乐人生:为梁祝谱曲的人 陈钢 [Musical life: a person who composes music for Liang Zhu], interview
conducted by Gao Feng, BTV 科教[ Beijing TV Science and Education Channel], 2011.
10
Wang Zhao-jun, One of the four beauties in ancient China, married the Mongols for the sake of peace on the Han
dynasty border.
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Violinist Yu Lina
Professor Yu Lina is one of the most famous and influential violinists in China. She is the first
violinist to interpret the Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto, the first violin of the first women's
string quartet in China, the first mainland artist to perform in Taiwan after the founding of New
China, and the founder of the “Yu Lina Violin Art Fund” named after herself.
At the age of twelve, Yu Lina was admitted to Shanghai Conservatory of Music. She
joined the experimental group of violin nationalization together with He Zhanhao and Chen
Gang.
In 1959, when the Liang Zhu Violin Concerto officially premiered at Shanghai Lanxin
Grand Theatre when Yu Lina finished playing the last noes, the audience broke out in a long
round of enthusiastic applause. They could not stop clapping until the performers played again
from the beginning. The huge success of performance made Yu Lina—only eighteen years old—
famous in one night.
“It was not an easy thing to perform this traditional style concerto,” Yu said in an
interview.11 “We learned national and folk music and traditional opera and then integrated these
elements into the violin pieces. It was inspired from Shaoxing Opera. We needed to learn it
because we were not familiar with Shaoxing Opera or other forms of Chinese opera. Fortunately,
at that time we had already the film The Butterfly Lovers that used Shaoxing Opera. I watched
Shaoxing Opera and this film, learned the singing style. I also learned erhu because that was not
taught in foreign methods. It was never taught before. I had to give expression to the Chinese
style and combined it with the violin. We had to study it from the basics. That’s the only way to

11

向经典致敬: 小提琴演奏家俞丽拿 [Salute to Classics: Violinist Yu Lina], interview conducted by Sheng Nan,
中国文艺 [Chinese literature and art], 2018,
http://tv.cctv.com/2018/06/02/VIDETcmzXtal8eh3rfoQzaBC180602.shtml.
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express the right emotions and get the public to appreciate it. We started from a dream and
conveyed the confidence in our culture through practice.” These conversations reveal how much
efforts Yu made in order to play in the right style.
Professor Yu also recorded the Butterfly Lovers’ concerto several times. It is worth
mentioning one of her recordings by China Records.12 Everyone knows that Yu is the first
violinist to record Liang Zhu, but few people know that another violinist, Shen Rong, was the
substitute for the premier. Shen’s 1961 recording was actually the published one. Different from
Yu’s euphemistic and lyrical style, Shen’s performance was bright with fluency. Before Takako
Nishizaki's recording came out, they were the only two performers to record the Liang Zhu.
Given that, during the Cultural Revolution, Liang Zhu was totally banned, this recording was the
only way for many people to know and appreciate Liang Zhu. Therefore, many music fans had
deep feelings for the recording by Yu Lina because she played with great devotion during the
certain social environment. The base mood for Liang Zhu is sincere and touching. The orchestra
also sounds in the same sad mode. Though the timbre of musical instruments was not good at
that time, it was still believed to be the model for the later recordings.

Violinist Gil Shaham
Conductor Shui Lan and Singapore Symphony Orchestra has several rehearsals with Shaham for
Liang Zhu before they made the recording in 2004. Lan had a special comment on him: "Shaham
often discusses this work with the musicians in orchestra. He is familiar with the story behind

12

China record, the oldest and largest national audio-visual publishing group in China, the first Chinese audio-visual
publishing institution to join international federation of the phonographic industry (IFPI) and International Audiovisual Archives Association (IASA).
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each part of the music and has a deeper understanding of Liang Zhu than many of us."13 A
member of the Singapore Symphony also commented, “He played completely following the
score. Together with orchestra, he dug up many details that we usually ignored. The speed was
not very fast, not impatient, and the glide was short and in place. It seems that he must have
made great efforts in this piece. Shaham gave a good model in studying any piece we do not
know. Except for listening to other’s recording, it is necessary to research to the background of
the piece such as the composer’s biography, the social and political background, and the
performance practice. To my view, his recording is better than many of the native Chinese
violinists, and that is definitely not an easy job. His performance not only touched the Chinese
audience, but also touched me.”
In fact, Shaham and Chinese culture have a strong connection: his father lived in China
for a period of time in 1970s, and his father’s enthusiasm for China also influenced Shaham
giving him have a strong interest in China. In his mind, the feeling in Liang Zhu is pure and
sensitive, and the ancient Chinese story is also very touching. “I first heard about Liang Zhu in
fifteen years ago. One of my violinist friends was a Hong Kong native. He suggested me to listen
to this music. Later, I cried when we listened to the CD.”14 As a foreign player, the most difficult
job is to handle the eastern musical feeling and traditional techniques. Like other Chinese
violinists, Shaham read books and biography, watched original films, and heard previous
recordings as well as those of traditional Chinese opera. Besides these studies, he also talked to
local players for their special interpretations. Overall, his fondness for Chinese culture and his
deep study of the piece contributed to his success in this recording.
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Violin Competitions
This piece is required for playing in some international violin competitions. In the 2016
Shanghai Isaac Stern International Violin competition, Butterfly Lovers’ Violin Concerto was
chosen as the mandatory piece for all the candidates—and every performance had to be a
complete concerto with all movements. Violinist Ji-won Song is one of eighteen semi-finalists.
She said, “When I knew I was going to play Liang Zhu, I immediately began to read this Chinese
folk story repeatedly, trying to dig out the emotion and beauty in it. I tried to study glide because
it is a major character of the Chinese music. I also tried to understand the whole story of Liang
Zhu, imagine the storyline corresponding to each movement, and then integrate into my own
style.”15

Conclusion
The Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto is one the most famous and important violin pieces in
Chinese history. Together with the Yellow River piano concerto, they have become the top two
representative instrumental pieces among all the traditional Chinese musical piece. This piece
does not belong to specific composers or violinists. It is the crystallization of all the Chinese
people. All the main themes from Yue opera or other Chinese folk tunes ultimately came from
collected folk songs or rhymes. This is the reason why this piece is so popular in China.
Many important violinists such as Yu Lina, Shen Rong, Lu Siqing, Takako Nishizaki and
Gil Shaham have recorded this piece. In these historical performances, every artist gives a unique
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taste to allow the audience to explore more musical layers. Yu and Shen gave the premier and
milestone recording to function as a model for the later performers. Yu’s 1985 recording is the
perfect version in every aspect compared to 1959 one. In this recording, she handles the piece as
a whole unit but with full of small feelings in a more professional way. Younger generation
performers like Lu Siqing, Sheng Zhongguo, Kong Zhaohui, and Li Chuanyun all recorded their
own version and performed this concerto in different countries. They brought this piece outside
of China to encourage the western musical world to listen and understand Chinese cultures. In
Lu’s 1997 recording, the audience experience a male version “Liang Zhu”, contains both strong
and tender feelings. Takako Nishizaki is the first violinist to record the concerto, also she is the
one with the most of the recordings. Her connection to Chinese art makes her recording barely
sounds like that of a foreign violinist. Aside from Nishizaki, Gil Shaham did the most research in
Chinese music styles and backgrounds. He is the foremost foreign violinist to play this piece and
regarded the best foreign Zhu Yingtai.
These historical performances give a good model to listen and study. Though the
Butterfly Lovers’ violin concerto is not very old, we still need do deep research and read relevant
materials for background support even if we play it as a native violinist.
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Chapter 3—The Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto
The Story of the Butterfly Lover’s
Like Romeo and Juliet in western culture, the Butterfly Lovers’ is one of the tragic stories in
Chinese history. The story describes two lovers: Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, how they fall in
love, how they separated, and their reunion after transformation. The formal name in Chinese is
Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, but it is more commonly known as Liang Zhu. According to the
book Transforming Gender and Emotion—The Butterfly Lovers Story in China and Korea by
Sookja Cho, the plot is as followings:16
The Liang-Zhu tale is, at its most basic level, about the affection between two young
students, a boy named Liang Shanbo and a girl named Zhu Yingtai. In the best-known
twentieth-century versions, which have popularized the tale as the “Butterfly Lovers”
story, the heroine Zhu Yingtai disguises herself as a man in order to leave home and
study at an academy. There, she falls in love with a fellow student, Liang Shanbo, who
remains unaware of Zhu’s true sex for most of the story. At last, Liang realizes that Zhu
is actually a woman and that he has fallen in love with her. Ultimately, however, their
long-anticipated love ends in human tragedy. Learning that Zhu’s parents have arranged
for her to marry someone else, Liang falls ill and dies. On her way to be married, Zhu
commits suicide in order to be with her dead lover. But in death, the lovers are
transformed into a pair of butterflies that fly into the sky, crossing the rainbow bridge—to
the flower garden in Heaven, where they will reside, and their eternal happiness is
promised.
Form and Structure Analysis
The Butterfly Lover’s violin concerto is a single movement program music piece in sonata form
with a good combination of western and eastern music elements. It uses western compositional
techniques such as form, structure and orchestration, with elements from Chinese traditional folk
music and Yue Opera. According to Roger Scruton’s definition of program music from Grove
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Music Online, Liszt introduced and defined it as a “preface added to a piece of
instrumental music, by means of which the composer intends to guard the listener against a
wrong poetical interpretation, and to direct his attention to the poetical idea of the whole or to a
particular part of it.”17 Roger also mentioned Liszt invented the symphonic poem which is also
the most characteristic example of program music.18
The piece is also written in sonata form. According to the definition from James Webster
in Grove Music Online, sonata form is
the most important principle of musical form, or formal type, from the Classical period
well into the 20th century. This form is that of a single movement, such a movement is
most often part of a multi-movement instrumental cycle such as a sonata, piano trio or
quartet, string quartet or quintet, symphony et cetera; or an independent movement like
an overture or tone poem….A typical sonata-form movement consists of three main
sections. The first part of the structure coincides with the first section and is called the
‘exposition’. The second part of the structure comprises the remaining two sections, the
‘development’ and the ‘recapitulation.’19
The Butterfly Lovers’ story also has three parts: “Love”, “Protest” and “Transfiguration.” These
small titles fit the three parts of the sonata form introduction, development, and recapitulation.
Most of western instrumental concertos consist of three independent movements with fast, slow
and fast tempo order. Chen and He used the three parts exposition, development and the
recapitulation from western form but in a concise and short single-movement arrangement.
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According to the notes in full score, the exposition describes “a peaceful sunny spring
day.”20 The flute starts with a solo introduction which imitating bird song and then continues
with an oboe melody (Figure 5). It follows with the most famous love theme represented by the
solo violin (Figure 6). The melody sounds simple but graceful.

Figure 5: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 1–8
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Figure 6: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 1–20

Then the melody turns into a duet between the solo violin and the cello showing the first
encounter of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai (disguised as a boy) at a wayside arbor. They both
appreciate each other and decided to become sworn brothers. The composers use the retrograde
technique here in mm. 31–33 to represent the new relationship of the two characters: the first
three notes of the solo violin (F#-E-D-A) are the backwards version of the cello part (D-E-F#-A).
The tempo here “Poco Più mosso” is faster than the main theme (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto “Duet for Violin and Cello” mm. 29–37

After a short and free cadenza by solo violin, the lively secondary theme by violin and
orchestra comes in (Figure 8). In this alternation, the rhythm is three times faster than the first
section. This depicts the happy study and leisure time between Liang and Zhu as three years pass
and they both feel a strong mutual affinity.
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Figure 8: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 51–64

The closing theme, also called “Eighteen Miles So Long,” describes the scene as Liang
Shanbo accompanies Zhu Yingtai eighteen miles back home. It is a farewell passage, and it
indicates the sorrow over the entire length of eighteen miles. It has two parts, both of derived
from the love theme in a slow adagio tempo to show the couple reluctant to separate. The
exposition ends with a duet between the solo violin and solo cello (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto Closing Theme, mm. 244–290

The mood changes abruptly in the beginning of the development section. A dark and
ominous orchestral part is played by tam-tam, cello and bassoon (Figure 10), followed by a
fierce malicious theme which represents Zhu Yingtai’s father, the feudal forces (mm. 309–312).
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He asks her daughter back and forces her to marry the local rich man, Ma Wencai. The
expression mark here is “Duratante” which means severe and fierce (mm. 309). The full
orchestra plays in fortissimo to power the climax.

Figure 10: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 284–298
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Figure 11: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 309–312
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The solo violin then plays a recitando elevato passage to represent Zhu Yingtai’s protest
aganst her father’s arrangement (Figure 12). This dramatic passage is in free rhythm, but in an
unstable and trembling mood. The crying-like melody is from Yue opera singing style.

Figure 12: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 291–345
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The syncopation passage with the dynamics in forte shows the decision of Zhu Yingtai to
fight with her father and the feudal forces in order to get her freedom to love (Figure 13). The
music arrives to the highest level as several accented chords show young Zhu Yingtai using all
her energy to fight for freedom. But all her efforts seemed hopeless; the feudal forces defeat her
in an extremely fierce passage with by woodwinds in a fast chromatic scale (Figure 14).

Figure 13: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 346–369
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Figure 14: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 422–433

The tower meeting is the most famous and touching passage in this concerto. The
composers use a violin and cello to present a confession between Liang Shanbo and Zhu
Yingtai (Figure 15). This meeting is the last chance they can meet together; the mood is
very somber, with a melody originally transcribed from Yue Opera. The violin melody
has many slides here and most of them are portamentos within a minor third, a technique
closely related to erhu playing.
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Figure 15: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 457–464

The music changes abruptly into a combination of san-ban and kuai-ban (Figure 16).
San-ban is a very short, two to three measure, phrase in free rhythm played by solo violin (mm.
481). It is most like a vocal recitative in western opera. The whole orchestra stops here except for
a regular eighth note rhythm by played on guban, a Chinese percussion instrument often used in
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Peking Opera. The composers use this special instrument in order to enhance the level of
theatrical conflict. Kuai-ban is a short orchestral accompaniment alternating with san-ban. The
rhythm of Kuai-ban is fast sixteenth notes in allegro tempo (mm. 482–486). San-ban represents
Zhu Yingtai’s flight and kuai-ban represents her father and feudalism.

Figure 16: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 479–488
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At the end of the development is the last cadenza-like violin recitative. Zhu Yingtai is
extremely sad about Liang Shanbo’s death, and she wails in front of his tomb. This is also the
most dramatic passage of the whole concerto. The tomb opens with thunder and lightning and
Zhu Yingtai jumps into the tomb without hesitation (mm. 647).

Figure 17: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 644–649
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The recapitulation starts with the flute solo again, like birds coming out after the storm, a
harp glissando sounding like a rainbow in the sky (mm. 665). The violin plays the love theme
with a mute, implying the memory of the couple for their happy time, but in a very mysterious
way. The next passage is the transformation part. In più mosso tempo, piano is added to play a
fast thirty-second-note accompaniment note (mm. 684). All the instruments take off their mutes
and play in a more lively tempo as Liang and Zhu turn into butterflies, reunited together forever.
In the last episode, the violin plays a last cadenza and fades away with a triple piano harmonics
(Figure 20). As it states in notes at the end of the score, their true love is perpetual:21

A rainbow shines and flowers flourish
Amid the flowers butterflies flutter
In pairs that never sever
The spirits of Liang and Zhu – never perish
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Figure 18: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 664–665

Figure 19: Butterfly Lover’s violin concerto mm. 682–684

Figure 20: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 682–684
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Orchestration
According to The Orchestra: A User’s Manual by Andrew Hugill, the traditional western
orchestra setting is made up of string instruments, woodwinds, brass instruments, and percussion
instruments. The string section has violin, viola, cello and double bass; the woodwinds include
flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon; the brass section has horn, trumpet, trombone and tuba; the
percussion section has timpani, bass drum, triangle, snare drum, cymbals, and Tam-tam. In
Butterfly Lover’s violin concerto, the two composers, Chen Gang and He Zhanhao added to the
traditional western orchestra instrumentarium Chinese traditional percussion instruments such as
bangu (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 479–330
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Bangu originated in the Tang Dynasty, when it was used in chanting Buddhist scriptures (Figure
22). Since ancient times, it has often been used for climax passages in performance and in
staccato passage too because of the strong conveyance of rhythm. Since the development of
Chinese opera, guban has mainly been used to accompany local operas such as Kun Opera and
Peking Opera. During a performance, it is commonly played when the scene is going to change
or after the singing is finished. In the concerto, the authors need to change abruptly from a sad to
an angry mood after the duet in Zhu Yingtai’s parlor. Through the playing of the Gu Ban
instrument, the audience suddenly realizes that the stage is changing the scene.

Figure 22: Bangu
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Chapter 4 – Violin Techniques in the Concerto
In the Butterfly Lover’s violin concerto, the two composers tried to add the Chinese traditional
music elements into the existing violin technique. They borrowed the playing style from
traditional Chinese music instruments such as erhu, pipa and guzheng. If a violinist wants to
learn the piece well, they should get some idea of these instruments first by knowing their styles
in both musical and technical ways.
Slides
Slides are one of the decorations in the violin technique. There are various kinds of slides in erhu
performance practice. However, slides are used conservatively in western string music especially
in compositions within the Classical period. In formal competitions, a candidate will lose points
if they use slides inappropriately in specific pieces. In Butterfly Lover’s, slides are used
throughout the entire piece. According to the performance notes from the composers, there are
basically three kinds of slides used in the concerto.

1. Portamento within a semitone.
a) Back and forth portamento (mm. 559 and mm. 566). This special slide originally is from
erhu performance, and is often used for a crying style. It requires the performer to switch
back a semitone and return back with the hand in the same position. The slide space is
similar to slow vibration cycle. During the process of the slides, the left hand should
remain on the string in order to create a feeling of tension. In this concerto, it is used in
the passage of Zhu Yingtai’s recitative in her fighting for her father and the feudalism.
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Figure 23: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 539–566

b) Slow upward portamento (mm. 336). This expressive performance practice is from the
singing style of the local opera, conveys a mood of anguish and grief. Also, it appears in
the Zhu Yingtai’s fighting passage. It requires the performer to give enough pressure on
the moving finger and move slowly a half step up. The composers also mention that the
pressure of the bow should be changed in accordance with the left hand. There is no
vibrato in the slide process.

Figure 24: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 539–566
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2. Portamento within a minor third. This is the most commonly used slide in traditional Chinese
folk music and folk instruments This category consists of three types of slides.
a) Slow upward slides within a minor third (mm. 13). The slides should sound smooth,
fluent and not too fast. The right hand should keep the same pressure as the left hand,
without lifting too early.

Figure 24: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 1–13

b) Slow downward slides within a minor third (mm. 454). This type is very similar to the
previous one. However, the performer should emphasize the grace note and play it
slightly longer than its original value. In this particular phrase, the slide expresses a
tearful mood. When they meet last time in Yingtai’s parlor, the music conveys a
confession of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai’s longing for each other.
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Figure 25: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 452–455

c) Back and forth minor third portamento (mm. 448). The slides can improve the
smoothness of melodic progression with a special Chinese flavor. It is similar to
Chinese folk music singing style. The bow movement should be also very smooth and
change without being obvious.

Figure 26: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 446–451

3. Glissando (mm. 481). This type of glissandos happens in large intervals. It is commonly used
in erhu and zhuizi (two-stringed instrument mainly used in H nan Opera) and is also closely
related to regional opera tunes. The main purpose for this large interval slide is to portray
crying. This type of slides should not sound too smooth, and all the passing semitones should
be clearly heard. The process of slides should be played like vibrato.
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Figure 27: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 467–481

Imitation of Chinese Instrument
This music contains gesture which imitate specific Chinese traditional musical
instruments sonorities, such as guzheng, pipa and erhu. The violin, cello and orchestra sections
represent for different characters in the story: Liang, Zhu and, and Liang’s father, respectively,
The solo violin mainly imitates the sonority of erhu in both left-hand and right-hand techniques.
We have mentioned the left-hand slide technique in the previous section; here is an example of
imitated bowing technique (334–335). The G moves very fast from the frog to the tip and stays
for a fast tremolo bowing. The tremolo is highly controlled by the wrist but not the fingers.
According to the composer, the bowing should be played as faster as possible. In erhu or jinghu
technique, this special bowing technique is called dougong (trembling bow). The best part to of
the bow to use to play dougong is the bow tip.
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Figure 28: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 331–345

In Figure 29, the violin imitates the sound of pipa in powerful chords in the development
section. In order to play these strokes with the correct style, the performer needs to “sweep” as
forcefully as the same dynamic played on pipa. The chords should be strong, clear and with an
accent on each chord. In the story, Zhu Yingtai’s is fighting for her prearranged marriage by her
father. Her feeling is angry and despair here.

Figure 29: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 346–349
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In the concerto, the composers used some staccato playing modeled after guzheng. The
sound of eighth notes should be crisp and sharp just like the plucked sound of the guzheng. The
thirty-second notes should sound like guzheng glissandi, fast and loud.

Figure 30: Butterfly Lover’s Violin Concerto mm. 163–170
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Chapter 5—Conclusion
The Butterfly Lovers’ Violin Concerto is the first and the earliest violin concerto in China that
combines western form and Chinese traditional musical elements together. The concerto
continues inspire and show composers how to write Chinese instrumental pieces. The
experimental group finally made a great success in nationalizing the western instrument and
instrumental piece. When we summarize the successful experiences of Liang Zhu, it is not
difficult to realize that while we borrow the western compositional technique and style, we
should also integrate our own characteristics and explore more possibilities. Now our young
composers can obtain better resources in the professional orchestras and conservatories than ever
before. With the development of Chinese violin art, young composers will learn from the
successful experience of Liang Zhu and create better violin concertos so that the Chinese violin
composition can be known for more people in the world.
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